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Abstract
Managerial decisions are based on accurate information and in today’s time raw data is produced even with a
stroke of a key. Regardless of the data creating process one needs to know how the information was extracted
and which pool of data was used. One important factor is time therefore we need to structure it in layers of data
history in such a way that it can be analyzed, (post)process, in order to be able to retrieve valuable information.
The simplest way is to use a Database Management System (DBMS), but even with such a management system
we face the issue of making it a self-contained database on each version of data added. Our proposed system,
a continuation of previous work, aims toward creating a database versioning system which keeps the natural
dependency between data on each internal revision, a basis of security and alteration control mechanism, trend
analytics, without sacriﬁcing(within acceptable levels) speed, ﬂexibility and the cost of implementation be kept
as minimal as possible.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Managerial decisions are based on accurate information, but in today’s time raw data is produced even
with a stroke of a key. No matter how the raw data was created (automated or manual systems) one needs
to know how the information was extracted and which pool of data it was used. One important property
of data is time, but because we are living in a fast and ever growing space, an informational space, we face
the need to slice it and restructure it in historic layers[7]. If process requirements do not ask explicitly for
historic layer mechanism(tracking information in contextual blocks) in long lived databases [10], produced
by certain algorithm or advanced applications such as CAD/CAM, Geographic Information System (GIS)
[10][5][6], simple but not simplistic architectural design of tracking modiﬁcation is enough. Most radical
decisions are based on informational trends therefore it makes sense to create and invest in such storage
engine/architecture. One simple and yet robust approach in achieving historic layering is a ﬁle system,
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but in most designs it lacks the necessary ﬂexibility, partitioning of data and/or security. Some of the
issues can be addressed by using control version systems (such as Concurrent Versions System - CVS,
Subversion - SVN) but it also lacks the necessary granularity in security and data access. Another way
is to lean towards a Database Management System (DBMS) which allows all the above requirements
in terms of data access, data partitioning it up to the primitive slices, security and most of needed
granularity[11], but here we yet another issue, we moved the issue of data storing structure but not the
issue of historic layering. Systems based on Common European Research Information Format(CERIF)
standard [12] have been employing a time-stamping storing strategy but without any means of keeping
track of the modiﬁcation between various sessions of writing. Most today’s DBMS have a built in
system of versioning data with or without redundancy, automatic or manual backup [3] controlled by
administrator and even am advanced support as a combination between all of them(Oceanstore, PASIS)
[3], but in most cases it is not enough, in terms of data history and dependency retrieval. The proposed
solution of data versioning is based on previous work [1] and aims towards informational history and
dependency, alteration control, trend analytics, without sacriﬁcing(within acceptable levels) speed.
2. General overview over the solution
The paper presents a revised version of the previous work, taking into consideration the experience
gained in production environments. The proposed version is aimed toward solving issues regarding vari-
ous versions of the data(such as foreign key constraints). Data comes in various forms (internal/external
process point of view) therefore it has to be marked in certain ways (e.g. valuable, intermediary). Of
course, the versioning data producing process could be implemented at the application design level but
it breaks the concept of data versioning and from decision making process and software engineering
point of view it brings unwanted overhead. This issue is solved by the proposed solution in two ﬂavors
an automatic and manual engine . The ﬁrst involves employing a validation scheme (formal) and the
manual engine lets the decision at application level to decide if the information stored is considered a
checkpoint (e.g. valuable and intermediary). Another issues solved is the access of any version of data
in a transparent fashion, by employing a global version data stamping mechanism, see Fig.1
Fig. 1. Basic representation of the solution.
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3. Design issues of data versioning
Any versioning system, in our case a transparent Structured Query Language (SQL) approach, has
to take into considerations issues like performance, security, maintenance costs and hardware resource
consumption [3]. In terms of performance and security, the previous and the proposed solution is mainly
a rewriting of the queries sent to the DBMS. The driver or the database abstract layer intercepts them
and rewrite them to solve the above issues. The overhead added is reﬂected directly into the performance
and hardware resource consumption. To diminish the introduced impact, a number of improvements can
be added, like caches (at driver and application level) [9] but we will not approach them at this point.
Also the overall performance is aﬀected by the cost of accessing data versions (e.g. at checkpoints), total
number of versions stored in the database and of the completeness of data [3]. From the security point
of view, being a query rewriter, the resulting request cannot circumvent the in-place rules (assuming
there are no ﬂaws at the implementation level). However, a new security layer has to be considered in
terms of the consistency of the layered concept of the stored data, therefore a self-check of the produced
request has to be enabled and also and architectural permission rights has to be considered [8]. The
hardware consumption is closely related to the performance overhead introduced by the rewriter, issues
addressed in this paper as a ﬂavor of the previous paper. Also we should keep in mind that the cost
per-byte and processing power, in later years, is becoming lower, for small to middle systems (e.g. small
on-line shop, small to middle organization, ﬁnancing agency) this will not be an issue[4]. Maintenance
eﬀort, is minimized, due to the fact that the proposed schema is built upon an existing architecture, in
our case a DBMS, which limits the problems related to the storage of data [1].
4. Approach
The general approach of the proposed solution in this paper and also in the previous one, in terms of
architecture, is the man-in-the middle or proxy see Fig.2, but with some additions. We also have kept
the general rule of ﬂexibility and we started from a technology of Open Database Connectivity (ODBC).
In the left we see the generic or usual approach, every query, or request sent to the DBMS as it was
written, in the right, our solution, transforms it, by adding certain parameters to the general request to
permit the layering architecture shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 2. Generic approach.
4.1. SQL Prerequisites
The SQL implemented in most relational database systems oﬀer a small range of statements aimed
toward data manipulation. Our solution is closely related to those statements, the select, update, insert
and delete structures. The implementation of the current solution, as mentioned before, is a rewriting
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mechanism [Table 1], the transformations are diﬀerent than in the previous solution, aimed toward
performance, in an attempt to isolate and eliminate bottlenecks. As we could see we are not taking into
consideration the modiﬁcation at schemata level.
The current approach does take into consideration the following:
• it is aimed at long-term database systems [10][5];
• it is meant as a transparent way to solve the issues related to versioning or the historic layering of
data;
• it is been built upon SQL (Structured Query Language) with no engine preference what so ever,
providing us the tools to be implemented in various engines starting from MSSQL, PostgreSQL,
Oracle or MySQL;
• it is been developed in such a way that limits the modiﬁcation/cost required to be implemented
into an existing software architecture;
• it provides a multi-level data granularity [2] made possible by introducing the valuable vs. inter-
mediary versions of data) which may be useful in terms of security, data-mining and information
projection[3];
• it is been built to serve as a gateway between the request of data and the actual representation
of it, giving it the necessary ”space” to build an internal model, giving the necessary ﬂexibility to
add modules or various extensions.
Table 1. Transformation requests.
Request/Operation Type Previous SQL Transformed Engine Proposed SQL Transformation Engine
Select Step 1: Creates the current layer Step1: Add transformation to the SQL
documents/items, D Statement using requested version (or last)
Step 2: Run original Statement, R - results
Step 3: R= R D
Delete Step 1: Run ”Select” statement using the Step1: Transform delete statement into
deletion condition as ﬁltration update statement
Step 2: mark all elements from R to be Step2: Check local version and add
end of life in this layer conditions to the update statement
Step 3: create a new layer of data,
importing all data available from previous
layer
Insert Step1: create a new layer of data, using old Step1: add data regarding current version
data. Step2: analyze data completeness to
Step2: adds the current elements to the evaluate the type of version (valuable vs.
current layer intermediary)
Update Step1: Run ”Select” statement using the Step1: Transform statement into an insert
update condition statement
Step2: Run Delete statement using the Step2: invalidate previous statement by
update condition using update statements
Step3: Run Insert statement using the
update data
In order to achieve all of the above we had to develop tools and methods to meet the required
performance and compatibility to the existing systems. The solution was developed using a MySQL
DBMS, using InnoDB (must be able to use key constraints [9]) as storage engine, but the solution
proposed can be used on any DBMS which follows SQL as query language.
4.2. Algorithmic approach
As seen in Fig.1 and Table1 we have been taking into consideration only the (main) data manipulation
statements of the SQL language: select, update, insert and delete. The other statements that relates
mostly to the Data Deﬁnition Language (DDL) are passing through our proxy without modiﬁcation,
therefore we do not take into account the alteration of the schemata, as we speciﬁed above [1]. In order
to achieve the database versioning ﬁrst we need to meet certain perquisites in terms of tables to be built
in the host database, as follows:
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• Revision space, here we specify the revision descriptors;
• Revision space version, it stores the date and de revision version of the Revision Space, giving the
ability of the revision system to acquire and retrieve the information stored in a layering way;
• Revision Types, valuable and intermediary versions;
• Revision space that takes into account the global database version;
• Revision logger, which keeps tracks of all modiﬁcations made in the database. The Document
Space seen in the previous version was replace by this logger.
The actual implementation the solution presented, consists in four diﬀerent algorithms that treats
each of the basic operation in a special manner, basically it rewrites the request sent to the DBMS
Server, a man-in-the-middle kind of approach Fig.2, right side. In the table Table2 we will present the
actual transformation of a query that it is sent to the targeted DBMS.
Table 2. SQL Statement Transformation(s).
Statement Type Statement Type SQL Statement
Select Basic select * from SomeTable where ﬁeld1=value
Transformed select * from
(select d.*
from SomeTable d, Revisions r
where r.id=d.idRevision
and r.internalName=[RevisionName]
and(
( [requestVersion]=-1
and d.rVIn¡=r.version
and r.version¡d.rVOut )
or
( [requestVersion]!=-1
and d.rVIn¡=[requestVersion]
and [requestVersion]¡d.rVOut )
)
) rSrc ﬁeld1=value
Delete Basic Delete from SameTable where ﬁeld1=’value1’
Transformed a. update SameTable rDest set rDest.rVOut=0 where
ﬁeld1=’value1’ and rDest.rVIn¡=[version] and
rDest.rVOut¿[version] and rDest.idRevision=[RevisionId]
b. update Revisions r set version=version+1 where r.id=[RevisionId]
c. insert RevisionVersions set idRevision=[RevisionId],
version=[version]
Insert Basic Insert Into SomeTable set ﬁeld1=’value1’, ﬁeld2=’value2’
Transformed a. update Revisions r set version=version+1 where r.id=[RevisionId]
b. insert into ProiectePCCA2013 set rVIn=[version[,
idRevision=[RevisionId], ﬁeld1=value1, ﬁeld2=value2
c. insert RevisionVersions set idRevision=[RevisionId],
version=[version]
Update Basic Update SomeTable set where ﬁeld1=’value1’, ﬁeld2=’value2’ where id=value
Transformed a. Create a temporary table with all rows to be update (using select)
b. Delete all ﬁelds using delete statement
c. Run the update statement open the temporary created table
d. Insert the rows from the temporary table into target table
As it can be seen there is considerably overhead but the real advantage is the manageability of the
resulting data and we gain the following:
• Transparency to the application level;
• Historic layering achieved;
• Security is inherited.
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5. Results and tests
The results shows that the version 2.0 of the transparent SQL approach Table2 is better in terms of
performance, we gained features like: history value, better oﬄoad of DBMS Resources by distributing it
across various storage areas. In the previous version all the queries had to go through a center registry.
Table 3. Results at 1000 repetitions.
Request Type Time, direct access to DBMS Time, access though our proposed solution
insert 0.7627 4.4032
select 0.545 1.9872
update 11.6997 12.9992
delete 0.8141 6.0321
As it can be seen, see Table3, the insert, select and delete operations are considerably slower then
the basic ones, but the update, which in our case, interests us are is only 9% slower. It can be considered
a good result taken into consideration the gains that oﬀers such a schema in representing data at the
database level. We achieved by using all levels of data optimization in creation of table structures and
by indexes added to the core tables [9].
6. Conclusions and further developments
The presented solution has been used in the software solution that hosts one of Romanian R&D
proposal management system (UEFISCDI) for over ﬁve years and has reached his potential, but there
are a few enhancements that can be implemented:
• The need to use in place caches to retrieve the information on select operations;
• Better optimization to the rewriting algorithm.
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